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Abstract 

A long-term project for detecting impact of small 

bodies in Jupiter’s atmosphere has been running since 

2012. We here present the latest developments of the 

software used for it, and the latest impact frequency 

estimations resulting from the project. 

1. Introduction 

Since 2011, professionals made softwares (dtc and JID) 

available for amateurs to be used on their Jupiter 

acquisition videos with the aim to detect potential 

flashes resulting from small bodies impacts in Jupiter 

atmosphere (see [1]). 

In 2012, an amateur made an evolution of one of this 

software in order to not only focus on flashes detection, 

but also on collecting all negative analysis in order to 

refine the impact frequency estimations, launching the 

DeTeCt project (see [2]). 

Since then, several evolutions piloted by professional 

and amateur resources improved the project (see [3], 

[4], [5]) and more than 90 000 acquisitions have been 

analysed. 

 

2. Principles 

The principle of the project is to have each amateur 

use DeTeCt software on his own acquisition and check 

and send the results of the analysis, based on two 

different algorithms. 

The first one aims at identifying burst of brightness in 

a short area of the atmosphere on the planet, while the 

second generates detection images for the user to 

check, showing the maximum value of each pixel of 

the acquisition over time minus its mean value (see 

figure 1). 

Then the detection logs generated by DeTeCt are sent 

to the project coordinator, who runs an analysis on all 

logs collected to identify simultaneous observations to 

be ruled out and calculate from an impact frequency 

estimation from the duration of the acquisitions 

analysed. 

 

 

 
Figure 1: DeTeCt detection image from John Mc 

Keon’s March 17th,2016 acquisition video showing 

the 4th impact flash discovered. 

 

3. Latest evolutions 

The latest developments of DeTect are in 3 different 

directions. 

In order to increase the amount of data processed, 

usage of DeTeCt was simplified by offering an easy to 

use Graphical User Interface (see figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2: DeTeCt software 
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For the same aim, seamless integration into amateurs 

processing pipeline is studied, for enabling 

Autostakkert, the staking and alignment standard 

software used by the community, to launch 

automatically DeTeCt after having processed an 

acquisition. 

The latest direction studied is to reduce as much as 

possible the number of false positives and non-

detected positives impacts, by analysing the detection 

image automatically. 

 

3. Project results 

Project results are continuously updated on a 

dedicated webpage (see figure 3). 

As of beginning of May 2019, 82 observers ran 

DeTeCt on 90 000 Jupiter acquisitions from 2004 to 

2019, representing 103 days’ worth of observations. 

(not including simultaneous observations counting for 

more than 5 days, around 5%). 

This leads to an estimation of 3.5 impacts on Jupiter 

per year (absolute number, not “observable” number). 

 

 
Figure 3: DeTeCt project webpage 

(http://www.astrosurf.com/planetessaf/doc/project_de

tect.php) 

 

4. Future works and conclusion 

Further automation could be implemented in DeTeCt 

(emailing, uploading data on a central repository, 

automatic updates, etc.). 

Unfortunately, Saturn’s data is not representative yet 

(only 13 days of acquisitions analysed). As the impact 

frequency on this planet is estimated to be one order 

of magnitude less as on Jupiter, motivating a large 

number of users to use DeTeCt on their Saturn’s 

observations. 

The results of this pro-am software and project proves 

useful for studying the impacts on Jupiter (see [6]). 

This showcases the added value of pro-am 

collaborations on planetary science studies (see [7]). 
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